2019 - 2020 Educational Year Revision Exam of 3th Unit for 8th Grade Students.
Name / Surname :

Class / Number :

COOKING PREFERENCES

TEEN’S EATING HABITS

We like grilling meat as a
family. I think it is the best

way to cook in a delicious way
RAMBO

BAKLAVA

I would rather cook the meals
in oil and prepare some sauce
to eat with them.

JACKMAN
Frying is a good way for me to

BRAD

VEGETABLE

cook and also I sometimes

Answer questions of 4-6 according to chart.

order some pizza or toasts.

4. According to chart, _______
a. half of teens love traditional desserts

Boiling is best option of
cooking. It is much better
than frying or roasting.

TOM
Answer questions of 1-3 according to texts.
1. Who loves healthy cooking-eating habit?
a. Rambo – Jackman

b. Brad – Tom

c. Tom – Rambo

d. Jackman – Brad

b. teenagers eat fruits more than vegetable
c. most of teens prefer having junk food
d. teens does not like foods like pizza,
muffin, toast and cake.
5. Which of the following question does
NOT have an answer in the cart ?
a. Why do young people love fast food so
much ?
b. Do the teens prefer meat more or less
than vegetable ?

2. Which of the following is WRONG ?

c. Are the teens’ eating habits healthy ?

a. Tom prefers cooking the meals in the
water.

d. Do they have a sweet tooth ?

b. Rambo and his family are keen cooking
the meal over the fire without oil.
c. Brad is fond of only homemade foods.
d. Jackman does not prefer a healthy
cooking way.
3. Who needs a big and deep saucepan
while cooking ?
a. Rambo

b. Jackman

c. Brad

d. Tom
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_ _ _ , wash the tomatoes well. _ _ _ _, add
some oil into pan and heat it. _ _ _ _ put the
tomatoes into pan and cook for 5 minutes.
_ _ _ _, pour four eggs into a bowl and stir.
_ _ _ _ , add the eggs into pan and fry. _ _ _
add some salt and spices. Enjoy the meal.
6. Choose the correct option.
a. First,second,after that,next,then,finally
b. First,then, second,after that,finally,next
c. First,second,next,then,after that,finally
d. First,next,second,then,after that,finally
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HOW TO MAKE ORANGE CAKE

Traditional meals, snacks, fast
foods, dessert and drinks.
Everything is here.
 COME AND LEARN 

First, put the eggs, sugar, baking powder and
oil into a bowl and mix them.
Second, add flour and mix again.
Next, cut the oranges and add the orange
pieces into the mixture and stir .
Then spread some oil into the cake pan and
pour the mixture in it.
After that, bake it for about 55-60 minutes.
Finally, turn the cake upside down after 10
minutes, slice it and serve warm.
Enjoy your cake.
Answer questions of 10-12 according to text.

10.

Before baking the cake almost for
one hour, we should _ _ _ _

a. peel the oranges
b. put the mixture into oily cake pan
Answer questions of 7-8 according to poster.

c. eat it with cold drinks

7. Which of the following is NOT correct?

d. add some flour and stir well

a. If you join the event, you can learn to
cook some local foods.

11.

b. The event is only for adult people.

a. pour some orange pieces on it

c. They’ll teach some recipes and cooking
process.

b. put it into fridge to get cold

After baking the cake well,
we should _ _ _ _

d. The event starts in the evening.

c. cut it into the pieces and eat it before it
gets cold.

8. There is NO information about _ _ _

d. spread some cream sauce to taste better

a. price for attending the event.

12.

What is the third step of process ?

b. address
c. date and time
d. chefs
I love baking cookies and it is easy to bake.
We need ;
 Three eggs and 200 grams butter
 Two glasses of powdered sugar
 A coffee cup of olive oil
 Some blueberries
MARY
9. She mainly talks about _ _ _ _ _ _
a. ingredients

b. process

c. recipe

d. cuisine culture
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a.

b.

c.

d.
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TIRŞIK
KELLE PAÇA
(35 Minutes / 20 TL) (20 Minutes / 15 TL)

HAMBURGER
MANTUNI
(15 Minutes / 13 TL) (10 Minutes / 21 TL)
Answer questions of 16-17 according to pictures.

Answer questions of 13-15 according to poster.

13.

Which of the following is WRONG ?

a. There is only one meal in the poster.
b. The classes start in the morning and end
in the afternoon.

Renas has 40 TL and he’ll watch a movie but
he wants to eat something healthy before
the movie starts. The ticket is 19.90 TL.
It is half past eight now and the movie
starts at nine.
16.

What shoud Renas choose to eat ?

a. Tırşık

b. Kelle paça

c. Hamburger

d. Mantuni

17.

Which of the following is WRONG ?

c. You can have more information by a phone
number or website.

a. Tırşık is healthier than hamburger

d. There is an age limit to join the class. You
have to be between 8 and 13 years old.

c. Mantuni is a spicy and salty meal.

14.

b. Mantuni is more expensive than Kelle paça
d. Hamburger is a kind of junk food.

If you are a member of Kids Club,___

a. you can have a free hot chocolate
b. you pay less money to attend classes
c. you don’t need to bring the ingredients
d. you should help the preparations of class
15.

Which of the following question does
NOT have an answer in the poster ?

a. How many people are there in a class ?
b. Do we have to make reservation before ?

18.

The posters gives information about__

c. How much do the non-members pay ?

a. Cuisine of countries

b. Local foods

d. Can parents attend the course with kids ?

c. Ingredients of a meal

d. Recipes
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D

A

C

B

A

C

B

D

Answer questions of 19-20 according to poster.

19.

Choose the CORRECT option.

a. You have to pay some money to attend
the classes because it is not free.
b. The classes begin in the morning and
finish in the evening.
c. You can not learn to cook comething
sweet in the course because there are
only recipes of traditional meals
d. There is an age limit and you need to
bring the ingredients with you from home.
20.

Which of the following can NOT we
learn about in the course ?

a.

b.

c.

d.
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Answer questions of 21-22 according to chart.

21.

According to the chart, _ _ _ _ _

a. We need to eat more carbohydrates to
be healthy.
b. Fruits and vegetable should be more in
our plates.
c. We need to have less protein than fat
d. Junk food should be the biggest part of
our diet.
22.

a.

c.

Which of the following is a healthy
plate ?

b.

d.
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1-C,2-C,3-D,4-C,5-A,6-C,7-B,8-D,9-A,10-B,11-C,12-A,13-D,14-B,15-D,16-B,17-C,18-D,19-A,20-A,21-B,22-D

